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I Bikumalla Venkanna son of Shri Chakraiah aged about 58 year do hereby solemnly

affirm and declare as under:

1.. I say that I am the Principal of Atomic Energy Central School- 02, Anushaktinagar,

Mumbai-400 094 {AEES, an Autonomous Body Under DAE, Govt. of lndia) having its

registered office at Mumbai running and managing the Atomic Energy Central

school-02, Anushaktinagar, Mumbai 400 094. I am competent and authorised to

swear and submit this affidavit.
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l, say that the above school has uploaded the latest and correct information about Atomic

Energy Central school No.02 Mumbai in the online Affiliated School information System

ro- '-11
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I say that the above school is displaying the latest and correct information as required under

By-law 8.8(iv) of the Affiliation Bye Laws of the Central Board of Secondary Education.

lsay that the above school is collecting the fees from the students and disbursing the

expenses like salary etc. to its employees through the Electronic Clearing Service of Banks. as

prescribed by the Circular dated 1Oth December, 201-6 issued by the Board regarding

Promotion of Cashless Transactions in the CBSE Affiliated Schools.
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VERIFICATION

l, the above named deponent do hereby verify that statements made in paragraphs I

to 4 of the above affidavit are all true and correct to my knowledge and belief. No part of it

is false and no material has been concealed there from.

Verified at Mumbai on this the Monday of Twelfth Day of October 2020.
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